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The SOURCE channeled by Varda Hasselmann during extensive trance sessions gives comforting

and enlightning answers to the questions of life. The SOURCE communicates that every human

leads a meaningful life imbedded in a greater spiritual context. In the system of Archetypes of the

Soul introduced here the reader finds a new and practical approach to their individual life-task and a

meaningful existence.
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Recommended for students of the Michael teaching. This book expands upon the information

contained in the "Michael" books. The authors who have strong academic backgrounds present the

information in an expansive academic manner with a strong Germanic influence. For a new student

of this causal level material it may be too intense in some areas. I did not find it so. This book is a

translation from the German. The preface quotes Carl Gustav Jung "Our knowledge of the soul is

only fragmentary. Remembering this fact might help us to consider the possibility of developing a

psychology of the soul, based on the assumption of an autonomous spirit." He has been channeled

as a 5th level old soul. Highly recommended for Michael students.

This book is a must for all people trying to follow a spiritual path, trying to understand that other part

of us which isn't the personality, but that central force which needs to be listened to and followed, if

we wish to grow and become more conscious human beings.



A fabulous guide to the worlds of the soul. Beautifully and intelligently written by Varda Hasselmann

and Frank Schmolte. Easy to read, yet deeply inspiring, this book also offers deep insights into

many facets of human consciousness

This book is the answer to all the questions I have asked myself for decades â€“ why people are the

way they are â€“ and so vastly different from one another in their approaches to the same things,

and how it simply wasnâ€™t logical, especially when looking at the global picture.The book explains

that we all have one of seven basic essences, an â€œArchetype of the Soulâ€•, valid through all

incarnations, and what characterizes and motivates us. How refreshing to understand that all we do

is act quite â€•in characterâ€• with who we are. The leopard cannot change his spots! But this is what

we are constantly asked to do by our family, partners and others. Yet the reward, when you stop

and accept who you really are, is indescribably liberating. It also explains how, analogous to the

biological process, there are stages the soul has to go through, like children growing up into teens,

young adults, mature and old age.Especially interesting are also the Main Characteristics of Fear.

The Church has termed these â€œThe seven deadly sinsâ€• and generations of highly-educated

psychologists have classified us into anxiety types such as depressive, phobic,

obsessive-compulsive, dissociative etc., but - as is expounded here - fears are a fundamental part

of our condition as human beings.A real eye-opener, deeply wise and humorous!
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